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1 | Unique Selling Point  
 

FilmoCrat™ is a Smart Asset-based platform that addresses the critical issues in film 

production and video-on-demand distribution, including direct audience engagement, 

investor-focused transparency, and filmed content payoffs in real-time.  

Traditionally, the financing of premium films goes through big banks and hedge funds. In 

private film equities, one usually makes 5 to 10x returns in the first year after the content's 

release. It is a trillion-dollar business that requires modernization—and the tools to induce 

such a development are now present at FilmoCrat. 

With the recent reward-based fundraising regulations, there is a vast market opportunity to 

digitize the contemporary entertainment marketplace.  

• FilmoCrat provides syndicated access to funding premium movies at the pre-

production phases.  

• It is the first automated platform to issue digital shares in films, with the 

corresponding ROI being sent directly to stakeholder's accounts during content 

streaming.  

Nowadays, movie distribution is a growing challenge. Monetization between film producers 

and film streaming media has always been a matter of negotiations and mainly a non-

transparent issue. As the demand for entertainment rises through continuous internet 

proliferation, audiences shift from theaters to online movie viewing. The COVID 19 outbreak 

has only exacerbated the drift. Film streaming companies such as Netflix benefit from the 

viewer influx and even start their productions while also taking control of the market. 

While the mainstream film sector seeks a broader viewing coverage and a better distribution 

deal, FilmoCrat introduces a new convergent platform for that very reason. It provides 

studios with a new comprehensive digital business model, giving them film-funding options 

and algorithmic movie-sharing.   

The platform includes a Reality Show and a Content Bidding Theater covering new original 

content sourcing in a live show environment.  

 

• It allows both accredited and non-accredited investors to participate in film funding 

while beta audiences provide them with early market insights.  

• The system blends the crowds' wisdom into the filmed content sourcing, production, 

and monetized distribution, not to mention fertile ground for competition and a rising 

model of an inclusive economy. 
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While the application is a patent-pending system, the core idea is that Smart Assets can 

unlock film-equity participation throughout movie lifecycles while also being traded on an 

electronic exchange. Thus, the venue makes a film venture between the content production 

studios and content financing parties–under digitally automated contracts and market 

insights.  

Our unique approach has rendered a business platform ahead of the curve. The FilmoCrat 

brand will circulate the viewers' best vote-chosen productions worldwide. 

 

 

2 | Solving issues for the film and entertainment industries   

The network introduces Smart Contracts and distributed ledger technologies to solve the 

previously deemed unfixable topics such as: 

• lengthy settlement of content payoffs  

• poor access to liquidity 

• lack of consumer involvement in the content's social marketing 

• absence of a digitally synced market infrastructure 

 

3 | Customer Segments  

With our smart-contract-based finance, distribution, and monetization services, we target 

three groups of customers: 

1) Premium entertainment production companies globally 

2) Vested film investors and funds 

3) Mass audiences to enjoy film and TV-show programs through subscription or 

participation in events and content promotion activities. 

 

4| Value Propositions by Target Clientele  

1. The production companies can take advantage of vote-chosen production finance, 

syndicated video-on-demand streaming, and automated revenue routing in real-time.  

2. Mass audiences would enjoy top-tier entertainment programs while also having the 

opportunity to engage in the immersive and rewarding content vote and promotion 

system. 

3. Hedge funds would benefit from the automation of content finance and ROI 

forwarding and reduced investment risk. 
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The overall benefits of the infrastructure include: 

• Automation of finance and distribution  

• Engagement of audiences in social marketing 

• Reduction of risk in new entertainment productions  

• Enhanced access to liquidity within the sector 

• Yield management and direct content payoffs settlements 

 

 

5 | Business Model 

While the network allows participants to generate proceeds directly, FilmoCrat is solely an 

impartial service provider. The company will make money by charging a commission on 

content production funding, consumers' viewing traffic, and advertising. 

 

6 | Key Partners 

Partners will include Internet giants, Venture Capital Funds, Entertainment and Media 

Companies, and individual investors. The principal partners' roles will likely have the 

provision of growth strategies. 

 

 

7 | Key Start-up milestones  

  

The key landmarks our Value Proposition does require are:  

1. Build and refine the FilmoCrat platform 

2. Platform maintenance, user support, and users' privacy and security solutions 

3. Ensuring adequate content cloud storage and multiple backups 

4. Building up customers' relations in investors and content production companies 

5. Carrying out an advertising campaign at the kick-off phase   
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8 | Key Content Supply Resources 

Market participants would utilize the FilmoCrat process to generate new efficiency and 

mutual profits. With the automation of content's lifecycle contracts and payments, our content 

supply resources will include Film Production Companies and Independent Producers in the 

U.S., U.K., and other entertainment-productive regions. 

 

9 | Customer Relationships 

FilmoCrat establishes customer relationships by developing customer service, reporting 

development progress and relevant corporate events, hosting user's meetings, and raising 

publicity campaigns.  

We will appoint a Chief Customer Officer to be the voice of the company both internally and 

externally. Also, we will nominate Content Ambassadors and integrate social media 

promotion tools into the platform. 

 

10 | User Communication Channels 

With the FilmoCrat platform built around social connections at the consumer's level, we 

integrate networking tools in users' interfaces and apps.  

 

11 | Scalability  

We approach scalability by endorsing an output's scalable finance model, designing a 

network for exascale computing, and of course, by uncovering and respecting the consumer's 

desires. We help meet the investor, producer, and consumer' needs through an end-to-end film 

realization network that makes productive value via users' interactions.  

We put together some special operations and components that work in synergy with market 

demand. The FilmoCrat system comprises providing the three following operational modules. 

• Content Bidding Theatre for bankrolling new entertainment productions 

• Virtual Dealing Machine for issuing Active Digital Shares in products 

• Streaming Site for spreading the beta audience best-chosen productions 

We provide maximum automation for the industry. (Please also refer to our Whitepaper). 

 

 

https://filmocrat.com/whitepaper
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12 | Platform 

 

 

 

COMPONENT-BASED USER INTERFACE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

     

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Virtual Dealing Machine 

Producer Interface 

 

Beta Audience Interface 

 

Investor Interface 

 

The Entertainment E-Market Utility 

Content Bidding Theatre VOD Streaming Site 

Mass VIEWER Interface 
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13 | Operations 

OPERATIONS COMPONENTS 

 

Investors  

Production Companies 

Beta Audiences 

 

 

 

Content Bidding Theatre 

Content Sourcing 

Automation of Production Budgeting / Framing Content Lifecycle Contracts 

 

 

 Releases  

Producing & Releasing Content for Smart Contract-Based Streaming   

 

Streaming Site 

Storying & Streaming Content to Audiences  

 

Mass Audience 

Generating Cash Flow from VOD Streaming 
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 14 | Revenue Streams 

The network will generate revenue by extracting micro-fees from streaming content to the 

mass consumer. Audiences can use the following options to sign up: 

• Pay-per-stream fee, free of publicity  

• Subscription-based unlimited usage 

• Free usage – sponsored by advertisers 

 

These options would include the possibility of rating content and obtaining shares in released 

products. 

 

15 | Revenue Stream Case Study 

We would carry out a case study using Netflix numbers for reference. We will reduce them 

10-fold and apply them to the FilmoCrat scalable model. 

The network would then have 100 hours of new original content that would likely represent 

an aggregated content outlay of $1 billion. We would have 10 million members enjoying 12.5 

million hours of content a day for $1 an hour. We would be grossing $12.5 million a day, 

making an amount of $4.5 billion per year. 

The net profit to share between content investors would be $3.5 billion only the first year, not 

to mention the contents 3 to 7 years lifecycles. 

 

16 | Network's Commission 

With the scalable film funding model, we will reach the Netflix-like level of consumers three 

to four years from launch. The network will then have 1000 hours of new original content 

that would likely represent an aggregated outlay of $10 billion. It would have 100 million 

members enjoying 125 million hours of content a day for $1 an hour. It would be grossing 

$125 million a day, making $45 billion in a year. 

The platform would charge a 2% commission on the gross. It would be making $900 million 

a year for shareholders. By a conservative estimation, a beta-audience chosen $10 million 

budget production should make $45 million a year. 
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17 | Client's Segregated Profits 

Platform's dividends will roll out annually. The difference between the platform's 

stakeholders and individual film investors is that the latest receive yields directly from VOD 

streaming in real-time.  

While film investors' gains depend on the performance of a particular movie and equity held 

in it, the investor's profit will roll by multiplying his Profit Factor (P.F.) by the content's gross 

throughout an interval of time.  

 The investor's profit factor (P.F.) will be the ratio of investor's equity in a production (E.Q.) 

to production expenditure/budget (B): 

 

PF = EQ (Equity) / B 

 

Following the logic of the above case study, an $10 million budget production should be 

making a revenue of $45 million a year. Now, if a user's equity ware $3k and a production 

budget $ 10 million, the user's profit factor P.F. would be:  

 

3k /10 million = 0.0003. 

 

 

 

While a 50/50 split of earnings between the investors and producers apply, the following 

formula would rule the investors Individual Profit (I.P.): 

 

IP = Revenue (Gross) x 50% x IPF – EQ 

 

Therefore, with an investor's equity of $3k, the profit would be $3 750.00. 

 

IP (per year) = $45 m x 50% x 0. 0003 = $ 6750 – $3k = $3 750.00 

 

 

While the above case studies indicate the network potential, please refer to our Whitepaper 

for a closer look at the Business Model and Operation's Scalability Strategy. 
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https://filmocrat.com/whitepaper

